The Essential Digital Marketing Guide for
Charities
The unpredictable amount of budget and source of income can limit the marketing efforts of a
charity. Use this guide to help get your digital marketing activity in order by taking advantage of

grants and ad spend available specifically for charities.
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The Importance of Digital Marketing for
Charities

Why is Digital Marketing Important?
The unpredictable amount of budget and source of income can make the
marketing of a charity limited and decisions difficult to make.
With the voluntary sector driving £44billion of the UK’s income and non-profits

increasing 82% investment in Social Media over the next two years, it’s the
perfect time for charities to get their digital marketing in order.
Search has become an increasingly important part of everyday life: over 1.8
billion searches are conducted per month in the UK alone.

This represents a huge audience for the public sector and charities, it’s a great
opportunity to expose communications to a highly receptive audience.
Therefore, having a strong presence in Search Engine Results Pages (SERPs) is
essential for any direct response or recruitment campaign, and increasingly
important for brand awareness and behaviour change campaigns.

Search Volume Overview

Pay Per Click Advertising

Early 2017 has already seen a year on year increase in most charity based

Through Pay Per Click (PPC) advertising on Google, you can sponsor search

search terms with significant growth across local mental health, children's

terms most relevant to your specific charity and harness this exposure on

charity and Leprosy related terms.

search engine results to recruit more volunteers, increase donations or simply

Some terms appear more seasonal, homeless based terms for example tend to

just build awareness of your cause!

peak around winter months, as expected. It's therefore important to plan the

This is easier said than done for many operating in the non-profit sector

timing of search campaigns for maximum effect, in doing so you can cement

especially where resources and/or budget are limited.

your position within search engines enabling you to take advantage of
increased interest when it matters most.
Insight into search traffic for some charity related keywords:

What many don't know however, is that there are a number of initiatives
available in the digital landscape that can help overcome these obstacles, such
as the Google for Non-Profits Programme, YouTube for Non-Profits and
Twitter Ads for Good.

Keywords

UK Avg. Monthly Searches

Charity

40,500

Local charities

1,900

Donate to charity

720

Mental health support

880

Homeless charity

6,600

Mental health charity

4,400

Best charities
Children's charities

480
4,400

Fundraising

8,100

Volunteering UK

1,600

Google for Non-Profits Programme

What is the Google for Non-Profits Programme?
Google offer not-for-profit organisations $10,000 USD, the equivalent of approximately
£7,800 GBP in ad spend each month to sponsor terms most relevant to your charity.
In keeping with Google Ad grants guidelines, daily budget is capped at $329 (approx.
£230) and Max. CPC is capped at $2.00 (approx. £1.70).
When implemented correctly forecasts show campaigns could generate between 881 –
1,000 conversions per month.

Projections below are based on previously identified keywords to illustrate scope in the industry.

How to Qualify for Google for Non-Profits
To qualify for this Google Ad Grant, your charity must be based in an eligible country -

The Google Grant gives leverage to test your ad copy, test keywords, test devices and

both UK and Ireland are currently included in this.

more because the money you’re spending is essentially at no cost to your charity.
When you’re testing on this channel, you get deep insights and reporting to make clear

Once this initial criteria is met, your organisation must satisfy some basic criteria to

and sensible decisions, as opposed to other channels like organic SEO, social, TV or

qualify, these include:

print.

• Applying to Google for Non-Profits.

In order to fully take advantage of what the grant has to offer and to prevent violating

• Hold valid charity status.
• Have a live website with substantial content.
• Acknowledge and agree to Google’s required certifications regarding nondiscrimination and donation receipt and use.

guidelines Web Bureau can help with a one-off setup of your account and then with
ongoing management and reporting.

Barnardos Success Story

Barnardos

Mission

Barnardos optimised their Ad Grants account with

Barnardos is one of Ireland's leading children's charities that runs over 40 centres in local areas to provide

keywords and ad extensions to reach record

resources to benefit children in disadvantaged communities. The organisation strives to help children grow and

conversion rates.

flourish in a safe and nurturing environment to increase their emotional well-being and improve their learning and
development. Barnardos understands how a family and a community can influence a child's upbringing and

Marketing Goals
• Maintain CTR above 1%
• Improve donation and email registration

actively collaborates with child advocacy groups to accomplish their goal of "making Ireland the best place in the
world to be a child.

Marketing Goals

conversions
• Increase impression and capture non-brand childrelated traffic

Barnardos relies on volunteers and donations to support their organisation. In order to improve their performance
and reach even more children, Barnardos wanted to drive more traffic to the website and capture general childrelated search terms that were not brand specific. They also wanted to make themselves more accessible by
highlighting specific pages on their website and sharing their location and phone number. With the right

Success Metrics
• 2.57% CTR achieved
• 366% conversion rate increase
• 350% increase in website impressions

combination of keywords and ad extensions they hoped to target a specific audience and increase overall
performance.

Barnardos
continued…

Process
In 2013, Jean O'Brien, Online Executive, at Barnardos worked with an online advertising expert and identified that
the organisation's keywords were matching out to irrelevant searches. Jean utilised broad match modifier, phrase
match, and exact match to refine Barnardos' keyword list to choose relevant terms and to have better control
over what terms triggered their ad to show. Once the keywords were appropriately grouped into ad groups and
campaigns, Jean added Sitelinks, Call Extensions, and Location Extensions to complement the ads and share
additional information for no extra cost.

Impact of Google Ad Grants
Jean's efforts to improve Barnardos' AdWords account directly impacted keyword performance, donations, and
online registrations. Barnardos reported they reached a record 9.5% conversion rate and outperformed their
other online marketing platforms. Jean also proudly shared that AdWords currently drives 15% of all email
registrations and 17% of all online donations. Since they started advertising with Google Ad Grants in 2007, they
have seen continued growth in brand awareness and AdWords currently accounts for 28% of all website page
views. They are continuing to serve children in Ireland and thank Google Ad Grants for the ability to advertise
online.

“If it was not for Google Ad Grants, we would not be able to afford online advertising and see tangible consistent
results” Jean O’Brien, Online Executive, Barnardos.

GlobalGiving Success Story

GlobalGiving

Mission

GlobalGiving used conversion tracking metrics to

GlobalGiving is an organisation that gives social entrepreneurs and non-profits from anywhere in the world

drive qualified traffic, allowing them to apply for

a chance to raise money to improve their communities. On GlobalGiving.org, potential donors can search

the Grantspro program.

for projects by region or topic, and their chosen charity will send updates about how the donation is put to
work. GlobalGiving is a marketplace for positive impact; people donate their time and money to charities

Marketing Goals

that go out and make the world a better place.

• Increase visits to website’s project page
• Expand impact to new countries

Marketing Goals

• Drive online donations
GlobalGiving recognises that people usually only donate to a cause after they are sufficiently informed
about it. As a result, GlobalGiving uses their website to inform people about issues and then connect their

Success Metrics

donors to the 10,000+ qualified projects around the world. After trying traditional marketing efforts,
GlobalGiving turned to Google Ad Grants in 2008 to drive qualified traffic to their website and ultimately

• 4k+ conversions

increase donations to their variety of projects. They have spent 6+ years testing online marketing strategies

• 390k+ website clicks

in their Ad Grants account to successfully achieve their goals.

• 5k donations

GlobalGiving
continued…

Process
Kevin Conroy, Chief Product Officer, compares AdWords performance data over time with industry and
consumer trends to look for new outreach opportunities. In addition, conversion tracking metrics and click
volume trends show which campaigns and projects are increasing in popularity and helps Kevin set
marketing goals and strategies for GlobalGiving. Google Ad Grants lets the organisation target the right
person at the right time with the right call to action, helping people stay educated and ultimately give.

Impact of Google Ad Grants
GlobalGiving installed conversion tracking to track how many donations and newsletter subscriptions were
coming from their Ad Grants campaigns. They used conversion tracking metrics to optimise their campaigns

and ultimately help them max out their monthly budget of $10,000. This allowed them to apply for the
Grantspro program, receive an increased budget of $40,000 a month and see an even greater impact from
their Ad Grants account. The increased budget alone doubled GlobalGiving's traffic and AdWords spend.
Today, their website traffic is up over 400% from when they joined Ad Grants in 2008 and they are still
testing new strategies to utilise their increased budget.

“Google Ad Grants has helped drive more than 350,000 visitors to our site, bringing an additional $440,000
from more than 5,000 donations – and all without any cost to our organisation!” Kevin Conroy, Chief
Product Office, GlobalGiving

YouTube Non-profit Program

What is the YouTube Non-Profit Programme?
Want to share the compelling story of your cause? You can do just that by launching an effective campaign on YouTube. By
enrolling for YouTube for non-profits you can make use of a number of tools to help engage your viewers.

Tools
Donation card outreach tools and templates. Access a complete toolkit of strategies and email templates to encourage your
community and provide ideas on how to fundraise. This toolkit helps non-profits with a YouTube creator whose interests and mission
are in line with theirs can help your organisation reach a large audience in a short period of time.

Add Donation cards to videos. Raise funds and awareness for your cause enabling users to make a donation directly from your video –
meaning you don’t need to direct them to another page to complete this action. As Google cover all processing fees, your organisation
will receive 100% of the cash generated.

Add Link Anywhere cards. This is a special type of card that enables you to link out to any external page directly from your video, for
example you can link to a landing page to download a fundraising pack or simply to provide more information on your cause.
We understand that creating and editing videos can be difficult, especially if resources are already thinly stretched in your
organisation.
To make the most of this platform and harness the exposure available Web Bureau can create a YouTube channel (if one doesn’t
already exist), create and edit videos and optimise with non-profit tools available.

Insert
Screenshot/
images from
YouTube

Twitter Ads for Good

Ads for Good
Twitter offer a programme called Ads for Good where they support charities by
giving them tools and resources to make a splash on their platform.
Due to limited resources, any ad spend credit is focused only on the following

areas:

• Internet Safety & Education
• Women & Underrepresented Minorities in Tech

• Freedom of Expression
• Universal access & Adoption
• Crisis and Emergency Response & Relief

Due to limited resources, Twitter reviews each case made by non-profit
organisations on a case by case basis. For this reason, they must be contacted
directly at nonprofits@twitter.com outlining your organisation and what you
aim to achieve on Twitter to discover if you qualify for support and what
exactly that entails.

Facebook for Your Cause

Facebook

Tools & Products

While Facebook don’t offer free ad spend for non-profit organisations,

Pages - A Page gives your non-profit a voice and presence on Facebook.

there are ways to make your Facebook advertising more effective.

Groups - Groups let you create communities of people who interact directly with each other.

Using Facebook to help your cause

Ads - Facebook Ads can help you reach new people on Facebook who may be interested in your

All Facebook activity starts with your Page so Facebook provide a

learning platform to help you through every stage of setup, optimisation,

organisation.
Fundraising - Fundraising tools help you raise money for your cause on Facebook.

verification and creating a strategy.
Events - Facebook Events are custom pages that help you organise supporters to participate in

https://nonprofits.fb.com/ can also guide you through how to raise
awareness for cause by grabbing people’s attention, strengthening
relationships and reaching new people.
You can also learn how to motivate followers to actively promote your

specific activities.
Insights - The Insights section on your Page helps you measure how people are interacting with

your Page and posts.
Live - Broadcast to the largest audience in the world with the camera in your pocket

cause. The ways people can contribute take many forms, from speaking
out to attending events and volunteering.

Workplace - Workplace is a new tool that connects everyone in your organisation and enables
them to turn ideas into action. Through voice and video calling, group discussion and a personalised

To make it easier for you and your community to raise money, Facebook

News Feed, you can work together and get more done. Workplace is free for all non-profits.

have built tools to help you collect donations and enable supporters to
fundraise for your non-profit.

Instagram - It has never been easier to tell compelling visual stories and build strong relationships
on Instagram. Instagram allows you to reach a diverse, global community, who connect and share
around all types of topics in creative and engaging ways.
You can find out how to use all these tools and products here: https://nonprofits.fb.com/tools-products/

Targeting
When promoting or boosting posts on Facebook, it's
possible to create an audience to target those who are
more inclined to donate to charity, which according to
Facebook is approximately 1,676,200 people!

Digital Campaign – “Lights to Remember”

“Lights to Remember”
Digital Campaign delivered by the Web Bureau on behalf of Northern Ireland Hospice

Objectives
The annual Christmas campaign, “Lights to Remember” launched on 5th November 2016, with a direct mail piece sent
to hundreds of homes across Northern Ireland and an outdoor advertising campaign.
To support the outdoor activity, the team at Northern Ireland Hospice appointed the Web Bureau to develop a digital
campaign, to assist in achieving the overall campaign objectives of:

• Driving awareness of the “Lights to Remember” campaign
• Driving online donations by encouraging people to “sponsor a light” on the Hospice Christmas tree
• Encouraging people to attend the Christmas lights switch on ceremony held in December

Strategy & Tactics
As it’s the first time the organisation has really embraced digital channels as part of an integrated campaign, the budget
was limited. Within the budget allocated, the Web Bureau created and implemented an integrated digital strategy in
line with the objectives defined by the NI Hospice team.

Native Content & Supporting Display Advertising
(Belfast Live)
Belfast Live published a native content piece on their site, coupled with 10k

The story was supported with strong calls to action on the page to “sponsor a

display ad impressions, as well as pushing the content out on their social media

light” on the Hospice Christmas tree, to help local families who find themselves

channels (Facebook & Twitter). Belfast Live was chosen due to the fit between

in similar situations to Gary and his family. This drove users straight through to

their readership and the target demographic of NI Hospice – it was the perfect

the online donations page.

platform to help widen the campaign reach to a local audience.
The native content piece focused around “Gary’s Story,” told by his wife
Sharon. Gary sadly lost his battle with Cancer a few days after Christmas,
meaning Christmas in 2016 was the first that Sharon and her children would
experience without him. With the support of Northern Ireland Hospice, and
donations from previous “Lights to Remember” campaigns, Gary was able to be
cared for at home by Hospice nurses, enabling Sharon and the family to make
precious memories as their spent their last Christmas together in 2015.

The display advertising supported the native content piece in building
awareness and driving users to the online donation page.
Belfast Live also pushed out links to the content piece on their Facebook and
Twitter, amplifying the message to their social audience.

Social Media Advertising & Organic Social Content
A key channel in this campaign was social media. We implemented targeted social

• Females, 25-65+, based in Northern Ireland

advertising across both Facebook and Twitter, as well as drip feeding out some

• Followers of other local children’s / cancer charities

organic social content to drive awareness among the pre-existing NI Hospice social

• Those likely to make charity donations

audience. Organic social posts were “boosted” with ad budget to enhance
performance and ensure they wouldn’t get lost among news feeds.
Several versions of the Facebook & Twitter ads were trialled, with varying messaging

Facebook ads were designed to promote the “Lights to Remember” campaign and
drive online donations. The Facebook ads were optimised for conversion
(donation) and targeted as follows, which were selected based on the profile of a
typical charity donor.

and calls to action. This allowed us to optimise the campaign budget and ensure
maximum donation numbers were driven as a result of the advertising activity.
Organic social media content was drafted and published in line with the campaign
launch and mid-campaign, acting as a reminder. Facebook posts were supported

• Females, 25-65+, based in Northern Ireland

with advertising budget (boosted) to ensure maximum exposure and conversions

• Interests: Palliative care, Hospice, End-of-life care, Charity and causes, Charity,

(donations).

Donation or Hospice and palliative medicine, Behaviours: Gives to charity,
Parents: Parents (All)

Twitter advertising was also implemented, again to drive awareness and online
donations. The twitter ads were targeted as follows:

As part of the social media activity, and to continue to drive awareness of the
campaign, we created a bespoke campaign “Twibbon.” Supporters could download
a Twibbon for their Facebook & Twitter profile pictures, to show they had supported
the “Lights to Remember” campaign.

Outcomes
The key outcome for the campaign was a total of 115 donations, driven as a direct result of the social advertising.
The key campaign results per channel are highlighted below:

Facebook Advertising

Twitter Advertising

Belfast Live Native Content & Display Ads

• Overall impressions: 404,282

• Overall impressions: 61,799

• Article views: 1,804

• Overall reach: 78,562

• Tweet engagements: 737

• Display ad impressions: 10,002

• Number of clicks: 4,621

• Number of clicks: 640

• Facebook reach: 28,276

• Number of donations: 115

• Number of donations: 10

• Facebook post clicks: 1,755

• Twitter impressions: 2,384
• Twitter engagements: 31

Both the Web Bureau and the team at Northern Ireland Hospice were pleased with the visibility and engagement to support this overall
campaign.

Thanks for your time
If you need any more advice on how you can improve the digital presence of your charity, contact

Web Bureau today.

02890 731190
info@thewebbureau.com

